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Corporate responsibility report 2018

Spread the happiness
We report on our corporate responsibility development for the operations of Finnish
and German companies. Stakeholders closely related to the company’s operations wish
Mint of Finland to report on the progress in responsibility related to personnel,
environment, human rights & fair play as well as progress in corporate governance. The
Group also includes a semi-owned joint venture Compañía Europea de Cospeles S.A.
(CECO S.A.), which manufactures coin blanks in Spain. CECO S.A. has signed the Mint
of Finland Code of Conduct for Business Partners and is committed to complying with
the Ethical Guidelines.

We aim to be the most responsible choice for all our
stakeholders
Based on a materiality analysis, the company has defined what is important in
responsibility at Mint of Finland from the perspective of stakeholders. The company
reports annually its progress in the defined areas of responsibility at its sites in Finland
and Germany. Responsibility work is always ongoing, never ready, never completed. The
key thing is to get started.
Mint of Finland Group also includes a 50% holding with the Royal Mint of Spain in the
joint venture Compañía Europea de Cospeles S.A. (CECO S.A.), which manufactures
blanks in Spain. CECO SA has signed Mint of Finland’s Business Partner Code of
Conduct and in this respect has undertaken to comply with the company’s ethical
guidelines.
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Environment

We <3 environment
Mint of Finland acts responsibly with regard to the
environment. We strive to minimise the environmental
impacts of our operations by minimising emissions into the
water, air and soil.
We use tangible and intangible resources responsibly
Mint of Finland has ISO 14001 environmental management system certificates in
Finland and in Germany. We track our use of materials and report use of materials by
waste type and disposal method. We are committed to reducing the environmental
impacts originating in transport by choosing sea freight whenever possible. We monitor
the energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions from our sites in Finland and
Germany. Our German site has also an ISO 50001 energy management certificate. We
monitor consumption of natural resources with regard to electricity, heat, water and
gas. Furthermore, we strive to substitute process materials by more environmentally
friendly options.

Our industrial business processes protect nature and improve
efficiency
Mint of Finland models and adjusts its processes to align all parts of the organisation to
customer requirements and wishes. The outcome of process work results in achieving
commonly agreed ways of working, clear roles and responsibilities, efficiency and
balance.

Achievements in environmental responsibility during 2018:
•

Finnish site received re-certification of the revised ISO 14001:2015.

•

Waste at the Finnish site reduced by ~10%.

•

Waste for final disposal at the German site reduced by ~20%.
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Waste recycling is calculated per information of waste service provider. In Vantaa the
waste amount declined in volume and also in proportion per million coins. This was due
to reduction of metal waste. In Halsbürcke the waste amount declined compared
with the previous year in proportion per tonne of blanks. The improvement was due
to the reduction of hazardous waste for final disposal from plating line residues, which
is related mostly to less production volume.

CO2 emissions are calculated using the CO2 factor from electricity and gas suppliers
with consumed amounts.
Modes of transport deliveries (%) are calculated from delivered quantities of coins in
Vantaa and of blanks in Halsbrücke in 2018.
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Personnel

Take care!
Mint of Finland acts responsibly vis à vis its employees. We address the wellbeing at
work of our employees and track it through employee surveys. Investing in employee
competence and personal development is an important aspect of our work with
responsibility and is also important to the future of the company. Our principles include
showing appreciation and building a well-functioning working community.
Responsible human resources management includes fair rewards, systematic
competence development, supporting employee wellbeing and ensuring safe working
conditions.

A better you
Mint of Finland Group actively and systematically develops employee satisfaction and
pursues new ways to improve it in, for example, development discussions, which are a
way of developing competence in the direction the company needs. On the other hand,
development discussions also guide work towards common goals.
Employee surveys are conducted annually in both Finland and Germany. The wellfunctioning of the working community was the development area for 2018 in Finland
and survey results show improvement in this sector. The theme was considered during
the year in team workshops as well as on wellbeing at work day, where the personnel
created common work community rules of play. The rules of play further strengthened
the company’s values – respect, collaboration, reliability and professional pride – as
part of everyday activities. Company values and rules of play were also integrated into
the development discussions. In Germany, similar development actions focused on
improving manager work, work organisation, employee working capacity and resources.
Internal communications and work organisation were defined as corporate-wide
development areas for 2019.

Zero tolerance for accidents
Safe working and working conditions are the cornerstone of Mint of Finland’s operating
activities. To promote safety at work, we arrange regular safety training sessions. Also

the occupational safety committee, which comprises employees, works to improve
safety. Mint of Finland is building a safe working environment by influencing attitudes
and employees are asked to report “near-miss” situations and deviations. To promote
occupational health, both factories have a proactive approach to reduce absences,
rehabilitate employees and to maintain working ability.

We encourage wellbeing and help employees to develop
Mint of Finland tracks the development of work wellbeing for instance by measuring
competence development by the number of training days, improvements in job
satisfaction and the number of workplace accidents and sick leaves.
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Human rights & Fair play

Respect for human rights and fair operating practices
form the foundation for sustainable international project
sales
The circulation coins business is global B2G (Business to Governments) project sales,
where central banks or ministries of finance are the customers. In addition to this, Mint
of Finland has a coin blank business, whose customers are mints, most of which are
state agencies. Our customer base in the commemorative coins business consists of the
Ministry of Finance and mostly commemorative coin retailers and consumers. The
company has customers on four continents and an active network of representatives
close to customers. The company also sources raw materials from selected global
suppliers.
Mint of Finland has a set of ethical guidelines. The responsibility criteria applying to
partners are enshrined in our Business Partner Code of Conduct.
The company has zero tolerance regarding any form of inappropriate behaviour,
harassment, bullying, discrimination or corruption.
Mint of Finland has implemented the Whistleblow channel in order to enable the
company’s employees as well as other stakeholders to anonymously report any
activities contrary to our ethical guidelines. Work on implementing our Compliance
Framework will continue in 2019 and Mint of Finland employees and company’s main
business partners will complete code of conduct training during the year.

Everyone has human rights
Mint of Finland respects and complies with the principles enshrined in the UN
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. As an employer, we comply with the basic
labour rights stated by the International Labour Organization (ILO).
Mint of Finland never tolerates any kind of discrimination. The company sees diversity
as an asset. Valuing cultural diversity is key to caring about and understanding other
people and is a requirement for harmonious teamwork.
Mint of Finland does not accept child labour in any form. The company does not take
part in human rights abuses or accept child exploitation in any form.

Fair play everywhere and every time
Mint of Finland does not accept corruption in any form. We comply with local
legislation, we promote ethical ways of working and we require our stakeholders to do
the same. We do not support political parties.
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Governance

Compliance with good corporate
governance is important in international
business
Mint of Finland is committed to complying with and developing responsible corporate
governance. Corporate responsibility is an inherent part of all our operations, including
processes, guidelines and agreements. Our goal is for all Mint of Finland employees to
realise the importance of responsible operating practices and to engage in taking
responsibility.

Towards increasingly open dialogue
Open dialogue and transparency depict Mint of Finland’s operations. Our
communications are built on the principles of trust, transparency and promptness. Mint
of Finland provides, on its own initiative, reliable information to stakeholders about the
Group’s goals and operations. We never comment on confidential or uncompleted
matters or on our competitors’ business.

Principles of corporate governance
Under the Government Resolution on State Ownership Policy (13 May 2016), in addition
to the Limited Liability Companies Act, good corporate governance and the corporate
governance recommendations valid at any time are applied to the governance of stateowned companies as appropriate.
The highest decision-making body in Mint of Finland Group is Mint of Finland’s general
meeting of shareholders. The general meeting of shareholders elects Mint of Finland’s
Board of Directors and the chairperson and vice chairperson of the Board and decides
the Board’s fees.
The Board of Directors of Mint of Finland acts as an independent body in accordance
with the recommendations of the Corporate Governance Code and its aim is to take

decisions relating to the business and to perform its statutory duty of supervision in
keeping with the company’s best interests so as to ensure the company’s value
appreciates in the long term. Mint of Finland Ltd’s Board of Directors is responsible for
the management and supervision of the Group in accordance with the Limited Liability
Companies Act –Finland, the Articles of Association, the Board’s rules of procedure and
Government Resolution on State Ownership Policy.
The CEO is responsible for the day-to-day management of the company, which refers to
the ordinary, recurring activities within the company’s line of business. The CEO is
responsible for the day-to-day management of the company and Group in accordance
with the Articles of Association, the Limited Liability Companies Act – Finland and
instructions issued by the Board of Directors. The CEO reports to the Board of
Directors.
Mint of Finland Ltd’s Management Team assists the CEO and convenes in the
composition referred to by the CEO in each notice of meeting as warranted by the
matters under consideration at any time.
Mint of Finland’s corporate governance principles define the duties of the company’s
governing bodies, their mutual relationships, remuneration, internal control, internal
auditing, risk management and auditing.

Security is a vital part of business
Security taken into account in all the company’s operations. Mint of Finland’s core
business is the production and delivery of circulation coins, blanks and commemorative
coins, which are produced from various metals, including precious metals. The company
approaches security from the aspects of technical, facility, transport and data security
and company’s site in Finland has TAPA (Transported Asset Protection Association)
FSR certification level A. The external Security Service Provider plays a key role in
operations at the Vantaa unit. External security provision was put out to tender in 2018
and a new provider chosen. This has resulted in several updates in security procedures
and practices.
Mint of Finland’s data protection processes comply with applicable legislation, including
the requirements of the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). The company
continues to develop the related processes and to train the personnel in order to ensure
ongoing compliance.
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Tax footprint by country in 2018 (1000 €)
Mint of Finland’s tax policy is part of the company’s corporate social
responsibility. Mint of Finland uses the tax footprint to describe the tax
impact of its operations and how this impact is distributed accross
different countries. Mint of Finland complies with local legislation
regarding the payment, collection, settlement and reporting of taxes.
Taxes are paid to the state which they belong based on our business
operations.
The tax footprint consists of three main components: direct taxed paid by the company
(including income tax, various employer contributions, vehicle taxes, capital transfer
and real estate taxes), indirect taxes paid by the company (taxes which the company
pays as part of the price of a product or service, but which the seller collects, including
insurance preioum and vehicle tax) and taxes collected by the company (including
withholding tax, tax at source and VAT). Mint of Finland Group reports all taxes it pays.
In transfer pricing, the company complies with the local laws and transfer pricing
is based on the mark-up rate determined by reference search. Mint of Finland Group
deals with tax returns and other statutory duties promptly and appropriately.

Figures are based on the official financial statements released in each country as well as
the share of the holding in the company. The intra-group items are not eliminated from
those figures.
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